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1. Introduction

Tissue energy production varies over time, and for practical purposes, can be organized into three main components, resting energy expenditure (REE), the thermic effect of food, and the thermic effect of physical activity (Ravussin & Bogardus, 1989). To maintain body weight, energy from food intake must equal energy expenditure. The energy requirement is defined as the average dietary energy intake that is predicted to maintain energy balance in healthy adults of a given age, gender, weight, height, and level of physical activity consistent with good health, and can be estimated from REE. REE reflects underlying tissue composition, mass, and metabolic activity (Elia, 1992) and accounts for 60–80% of total daily energy expenditure compared with the thermic effects of feeding and physical activity (~10% and ~15-30%, respectively). The REE has a large impact on the regulation of body mass and energy balance. In the field of obesity research, the presence and genesis of between-individual REE differences is a topic of great interest. To date, some earlier studies demonstrated that body mass, especially fat-free mass (FFM), has been a useful candidate in estimating REE (Ravussin & Bogardus, 1989; Fukagawa et al., 1990; Tataranni & Ravussin, 1995). Therefore, it is important to accurately evaluate REE and to measure body composition by methods that are practical, precise, and accurate.

A strategy for exploring between-individual differences in REE is to apply a tissue organ prediction model (Elia, 1992; Wang et al., 2000; Gallagher et al., 1998 & 2000). Each tissue and organ mass is quantified using either computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and assigned assumed specific resting metabolic rates (Elia, 1992). The product of tissue organ mass and specific resting metabolic rate is then taken as the tissue organ REE, with the sum representing total body REE.
REE = k_1 \times \text{tissue organ mass}_1 + k_2 \times \text{tissue organ mass}_2 + k_3 \times \text{tissue organ mass}_3 + \cdots

Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) can easily and accurately assess the body composition, including bone mineral content (BMC), fat mass (FM), and lean soft tissue mass (LST) of the whole body and the segments (Mazes et al., 1990; Svendsen et al., 1991 & 1993). In addition, recent studies support the use of DXA as a means of providing a “metabolic map” for exploring between individual or group differences in observed REE values (Hunter et al., 2001; Hayes et al., 2002; Usui et al., 2009). Specifically, the LST of the arms and legs, as provided by regional DXA estimates, represents primarily low-metabolic rate skeletal muscle tissue. In contrast, LST of the head and trunk includes all of the tissue organs with high metabolic rates, such as brain, heart, liver, kidneys, spleen, and gastrointestinal tract. Total body-fat estimates reflect low metabolic rate adipose tissue. The various regional and whole-body estimates thus provide a qualitative metabolic body composition map of high and low metabolic rate components. Hayes et al. (2002) demonstrated that REE can be estimated from five measured DXA values: body weight, total body fat mass, bone mineral content, appendicular lean mass, and head area. Their study showed that no bias was detected between measured and predicted REEs (Hayes et al., 2002). These results were quite good and support the overall concept that predictable relations exist between major tissue organ level components and heat production at rest. In view of the finding of Hayes et al. (2002), we improved the estimation model from the five component model to four component model (adipose tissue, skeletal muscle, bone, and residual tissue organs). It was also evaluated the possibility that measurement of the magnitude and distribution of fundamental somatic heat-producing units using DXA can be used to estimate REE in both young and elderly women with different aerobic fitness levels (Usui et al., 2009). We suggested that REE in adult women can be estimated from four tissue organ components by using DXA regardless of age and aerobic fitness levels.

On the other hand, the traditional REE estimation approach, now widely applied, is to link REE with body composition determinants using a two-compartment model consisting of FM and FFM (Wang et al., 2000). Empirical regression models are developed with REE set as the dependent variable, and age, race, sex, height, and weight (FFM and FM) set as potential predictor variables. The Harris–Benedict equation (Harris & Benedict, 1919), Schofield equation (Schofield, 1985), and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations/World Health Organization/United Nations University (FAO/WHO/UNU) equation (FAO/WHO/UNU, 1985) are internationally used. In Japan, Dietary Reference Intakes for Japanese (DRI (Japan)) provides basal metabolic rate (BMR ≈ REE) standards according to sex and age categories (Ministry of Health, Labour, and Welfare of Japan, 2009). REE can be calculated as BMR standards multiplied by body weight. In addition, Ganpule et al. (2007) recently developed new predictive equations (NIHN (Japan)) for REE in Japanese.

In the present chapter, we evaluated the validity of body composition measurement using DXA for estimating REE. The REEs which are predicted by the equations of Harris–Benedict, Schofield, FAO/WHO/UNU, DRI (Japan), and NIHN (Japan) will then be cross-validated against our measured and predicted values by using DXA.
2. Body composition analysis

2.1 Anthropometric measurements

Body weight (BW) was measured to the nearest 0.1 kg by using an electronic scale (Inner Scan; Tanita Co., Japan and UC-321; A&D Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), and height (Ht) was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm by using a stadiometer (YL-65 and ST-2M; Yagami Inc., Japan). BW and Ht were measured with subjects wearing light clothing without shoes. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated by dividing BW in kilograms by the square of height in meters (kg/m²).

2.2 Dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA)

The percentage of fat (% body fat) and bone mineral content (BMC) of the whole body and appendicular lean soft tissue (LST) were measured by DXA (Hologic QDR-4500 DXA Scanner and Hologic QDT DXA Scanner; Hologic Inc., Whaltham, MA, USA). Fat-free mass (FFM) and fat mass (FM) were calculated by BW and % body fat.

2.3 Method for the calculation of tissue organ mass

Tissue organ mass was calculated using the previously reported prediction model as follows. Bone mass (BM) was calculated by multiplying BMC times 1.85 (Snyder et al., 1975; Heymsfield et al., 1990). Adipose tissue mass (AT) was assumed to be 85% of total body fat (Heymsfield et al., 2002), leading to the model based on FM. Thus, AT was calculated by multiplying FM times 1.18. Skeletal muscle mass (SM) was calculated using the prediction model of Kim et al. (2002). Finally, residual mass (RM) was calculated as the difference between BW and the sum of the calculated BM, AT and SM. Residual mass includes all of the high-metabolic-rate tissues and organs such as heart, brain, liver, kidneys, spleen, and gastrointestinal tract.

\[
\begin{align*}
BM (kg) &= BMC (g) \times 1.85/1000 \\
AT (kg) &= FM (kg) \times 1.18 \\
SM (kg) &= 1.13 \times LST (kg) - 0.02 \times \text{age (years)} + 0.97 \\
RM (kg) &= BW - (BM + AT + SM)
\end{align*}
\]

3. Resting energy expenditure (REE)

3.1 Method for measuring REE

Participants came to the laboratory either on the previous night and stayed overnight, or came in the morning. In the latter case, subjects were asked to minimize any walking while en route from their home to the laboratory before REE determination. The measured REE (REEm) was directly measured by open-circuit indirect calorimetry. Measurements were performed between 0700 and 0900 h after 10–12 h of fasting, except for water, in a room at constant room temperature (23–25°C). After entering the laboratory, subjects rested in the supine position for at least 30 min, and a face mask was put on. In the case of overnight stay, the subjects were quietly awakened at 0630 and were attached a face mask while remaining in bed for 30 minutes. Two samples of expired air were collected in Douglas bags for a duration of 10 min each, and the mean value was used for the analysis. For young subjects,
all measurements were made during the follicular phase of the menstrual cycle. An oxygen and carbon dioxide analyzer (Arco-1000A; Arco system, Japan and AE-300; Minato Medical Science, Tokyo) was used to analyze the rate of oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production. The volume of expired air was determined using a dry gas volume meter (DC-5; Shinagawa, Japan) and converted to standard temperature, standard pressure and dry gas. Gas exchange results were converted to REE (kcal/day) using Weir’s equation (Weir, 1949). To examine whether overnight stay before the REE measurement caused a significant difference in the observed REE, analysis of covariance with REE as the dependent variable and age, height, FFM, and FM as covariates was employed. No significant effect of the measurement conditions was observed (overnight stay: 1169 ± 12 kcal/day (mean ± standard error (SE)), came in the early morning on the day: 1170 ± 7 kcal/day (mean ± SE), F = 0.001, p = 0.980).

3.2 Method for estimating REE

Estimation of REE using DXA was obtained based on the sum of four body compartments (BM, AT, SM and RM) times the corresponding tissue respiration rates as follows. The specific resting metabolic rate of the four compartments was assumed from previously reported data, bone (2.3 kcal/kg), AT (4.5 kcal/kg), skeletal muscle (13 kcal/kg) and residual (54 kcal/kg) (Holliday et al., 1967; Grande, 1989; Elia, 1992; Hayes et al., 2002; Heymsfield et al., 2002).

\[
REE (\text{kcal/day}) = 2.3 \times BM + 4.5 \times AT + 13 \times SM + 54 \times RM
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictive equations (kcal/day)</th>
<th>Age range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DXA</strong></td>
<td>2.3×BM + 4.5×AT + 13×SM + 54×RM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Harris-Benedict</strong></td>
<td>655.0955 + 9.5634×BW + 1.8496×Ht - 4.6756×A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schofield</strong></td>
<td>(0.062×BW + 2.036)×1000/4.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-29</td>
<td>(0.034×BW + 3.538)×1000/4.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-59</td>
<td>(0.038×BW + 2.755)×1000/4.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 over</td>
<td>(0.062×BW + 2.036)×1000/4.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAO/WHO/UNU</strong></td>
<td>(55.6×BW + 1397.4×Ht/100 + 146)/4.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-29</td>
<td>(36.4×BW - 104.6×Ht/100 - 3619)/4.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-59</td>
<td>(38.5×BW + 2665.2×Ht/100 - 1264)/4.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 over</td>
<td>(0.062×BW + 2.036)×1000/4.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DRI (Japan)</strong></td>
<td>22.1 ×BW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-29</td>
<td>21.7 ×BW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-49</td>
<td>20.7 ×BW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 over</td>
<td>(0.0481×BW + 0.0234×Ht - 0.0138×A - 0.9708)×1000/4.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NIHN (Japan)</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BM: bone mass (kg), AT: adipose tissue mass (kg), SM: skeletal muscle mass (kg), RM: residual mass (kg), BW: body weight (kg), Ht: height (cm), A: age (years).

Table 1. Predictive equations of resting energy expenditure for women used in the present study.
3.3 Predictive equations of REE for women

Other predictive REEs were calculated using the Harris–Benedict (Harris & Benedict, 1919), Schofield (Schofield, 1985), FAO/WHO/UNU (FAO/WHO/UNU, 1985), DRI (Japan) (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare of Japan, 2009), and NIHN (Japan) (Ganpule et al., 2007) equations (Table 1).

4. The validity of body composition measurement using DXA for estimating REE

4.1 Subjects

The data used for the current analysis were collected from different 3 experimental studies that followed a similar methodology (Usui et al., 2009; Taguchi et al., 2011; Hasegawa et al., 2011). Total of 288 healthy women (216 young women; age: 21.8 ± 2.0 (18-29) years and 72 elderly women; age: 63.3 ± 6.4 (50-77) years) were recruited for the study. The elderly subjects had passed three years or more (13.5 ± 7.4 years) after menopause. None had used medications that affect bone and estrogen replacement was eliminated from the analysis. All subjects were informed about the purpose and possible risks of the study and were then provided written informed consent. These studies were conducted according to the guidelines laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki. All procedures involving human subjects were approved by the Ethical Committee of the National Institute of Health and Nutrition in Tokyo, the Institutional Ethical Committee Review Board of Japan Women’s College of Physical Education in Tokyo, and the Human Research Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Sport Sciences of Waseda University, in Saitama.

4.2 Statistical analysis

Results are presented as the mean ± standard deviation (SD). Statistical analyses were carried out with the Sigma Stat 3.5 (Systat Software Inc., CA, USA). Statistical analysis was performed using the Student’s t-test for parametric variables and the Mann-Whitney rank sum test for nonparametric variables to determine differences between young and elderly women. In addition to the mean ± SD of the difference, total error was used to determine how accurately predicted REE matched measured REE. This statistic includes two sources of variation, one attributable to the lack of association between the two sets of measurement (standard error of estimate) and one attributable to the difference between the means (van der Ploeg et al., 2001). Statistical significance of differences between measured and predicted values in all subjects was analyzed by one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Dunnett’s post hoc test. Evaluation of bias between measured and predicted REE was conducted with a Bland–Altman analysis (Bland and Altman, 1986). Fixed bias was indicated if the 95% coefficient interval (CI) for the difference between measured and predicted REE did not include zero. Predictive equations that are accurate display a tight prediction interval around zero. The 95% CI below zero signify an underestimation, while the 95% CI above zero signify an overestimation. The correlation of the difference between measured and predicted REE values and the mean from the both REE values was utilized to assess proportional bias. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05 for all predictors.
4.3 Results

Table 2 presents the comparisons of subjects characteristics and body composition. Ht was significantly lower in the elderly women (50 over age group) than in young women (18-29 age group). However, no significant difference in BW was noted between two groups. The elderly women had significantly higher levels of % body fat and FM, and lower levels of FFM than the young group. When the FFM was separated into BM, SM, and RM, young women had significantly higher BM, SM, and RM than elderly women.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Ht (cm)</th>
<th>BW (kg)</th>
<th>BMI (kg/m²)</th>
<th>FFM (kg)</th>
<th>FM (kg)</th>
<th>% body fat</th>
<th>BM (kg)</th>
<th>AT (kg)</th>
<th>SM (kg)</th>
<th>RM (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All (n = 288)</td>
<td>32.1 ± 18.4</td>
<td>159.7 ± 6.8</td>
<td>54.8 ± 7.4</td>
<td>21.5 ± 2.6</td>
<td>41.4 ± 5.8</td>
<td>13.4 ± 4.0</td>
<td>24.3 ± 5.8</td>
<td>3.8 ± 0.7</td>
<td>15.8 ± 4.7</td>
<td>19.5 ± 3.5</td>
<td>15.7 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-29 (n = 216)</td>
<td>21.8 ± 2.0</td>
<td>161.6 ± 6.2</td>
<td>54.9 ± 7.8</td>
<td>21.0 ± 2.5</td>
<td>42.6 ± 5.9</td>
<td>12.3 ± 3.4</td>
<td>22.3 ± 4.6</td>
<td>4.0 ± 0.6</td>
<td>14.5 ± 4.0</td>
<td>20.5 ± 3.3</td>
<td>15.9 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 over (n = 72)</td>
<td>63.3 ± 6.4</td>
<td>153.9 ± 5.2</td>
<td>54.3 ± 6.0</td>
<td>22.9 ± 2.3</td>
<td>37.7 ± 3.5</td>
<td>16.6 ± 3.9</td>
<td>30.2 ± 4.8</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.5</td>
<td>19.6 ± 4.6</td>
<td>16.5 ± 1.9</td>
<td>15.2 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Means ± SD, Ht: Height, BW: body weight, BMI: body mass index, FFM: fat-free mass, FM: fat mass, BM: bone mass, AT: adipose tissue mass, SM: skeletal muscle mass, RM: residual mass, * p<0.05 vs. 18-29 age group (Student’s t-test), † p<0.05 vs. 18-29 age group (Mann-Whitney rank sum test).

Table 2. Physical characteristics in the healthy women.

Table 3 show measured and predicted REEs, and the mean and total errors of predicted REEs. No significant differences were observed from the REEm in predicted REE values by using DXA, DRI (Japan) equation, and NIHN (Japan) equation in all subjects. On the other hand, the mean errors of REE predicted by the Harris–Benedict, Schofield, and FAO/WHO/UNU equations were significantly higher than the REEm in all subjects. Total error of estimated REE by using DXA was lowest in the group. Total error using NIHN (Japan) equation was the second to the lowest. In particular, total error of the Harris–Benedict equation was largest in healthy women.

The systemic bias between the measured and predicted REEs by the Bland-Altman analysis are shown in Table 4 and Fig. 1. Fixed bias was not present in only estimated REE by using DXA. However, the REE estimated by using DXA had a proportional bias (Fig. 1 (a)). Systematic bias (fixed and proportional bias) was presented in predicted REE by the Harris–Benedict, Schofield, FAO/WHO/UNU, and NIHN (Japan) equations.
Table 3. Measured and predicted REE and cross-validation of REE prediction equations against the measured REE of healthy women.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All subjects (n = 288)</th>
<th>REE (kcal/day)</th>
<th>Mean error&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (kcal/day)</th>
<th>Total error&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (kcal/day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REEm (kcal/day)</td>
<td>1170 ± 167</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predicted REE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DXA</td>
<td>1181 ± 152</td>
<td>11 ± 104</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris-Benedict</td>
<td>1324 ± 123</td>
<td>154 ± 121&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>1273 ± 119</td>
<td>104 ± 111&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO/WHO/UNU</td>
<td>1281 ± 118</td>
<td>111 ± 109&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRI (Japan)</td>
<td>1191 ± 166</td>
<td>22 ± 114</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIHN (Japan)</td>
<td>1184 ± 136</td>
<td>14 ± 110</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Means ± SD.; <sup>a</sup> Mean error = predicted REE – measured REE.; <sup>b</sup> Total error (kcal/day) = √(Σ(predicted REE – measured REE)^2/n). ;<sup>c</sup> p<0.05 vs. measured REE (one-way repeated-measures ANOVA and Dunnett’s post hoc test).

4.4 Discussion

With the increasing availability of imaging methods, CT, MRI, and DXA, estimating methods of REE are developing and providing a “new” viewpoint of REE from the modeling perspective of organs and tissues. The importance of the developed approach is that it not only provides a qualitative estimate of REE, but of the actual distribution of heat-producing tissue components. As whole-body CT and MRI cannot assess body composition easily and quickly, previous investigators have explored the use of DXA as an available and practical alternative for developing qualitative tissue organ REE predictions. Hayes et al. (2002) demonstrated that REE can be estimated from five measured DXA values: body weight, total body fat mass, bone mineral content, appendicular lean mass, and head area. Their findings suggested that when REE is reviewed in the context of major heat-producing
Plots of the differences between measured REE and predicted REE. Open circle (○): young subjects (n = 216), black circle (●): elderly subjects (n = 72), the solid line (-): regression line in all subjects (n = 288), REEm: measured by expiratory gas exchange, REE_{DXA}: estimated by using DXA, REE_{H-B}: predicted by Harris–Benedict equation, REE_{scho}: predicted by Schofield equations, REE_{F/W/U}: predicted by FAO/WHO/UNU equations, REE_{DRI}: predicted by DRI (Japan) equations, REE_{NIHN}: predicted by NIHN (Japan) equation.

Fig. 1. Bland–Altman plot.
units differing in metabolic activity, normal-weight men and women are actually quite similar. In addition, this five component model allowed REE prediction over a wide range of FFM, because the mean REE prediction errors in intermediate weight, underweight and obese subjects were not significantly different between groups (Bosy-Westphal et al., 2004). These findings provided indirect evidence for a view that, for practical purposes within humans, the specific metabolic rate is constant with increasing organ mass, and that interindividual REE differences in under- or overweight are more a reflection of an altered ratio of organ-tissue mass to body size.

On the other hand, there is evidence that REE is lower in the elderly, even after adjustment for tissue and organ mass (Gallagher et al., 2000) or age-related differences in body composition (Van Pelt et al., 1997, 2001). This raises the important question of the validity of assumed tissue- and organ-specific metabolic rates. The specific metabolic rates applied in the present study represent literature averages. The extent to which these heat production rates are valid remains unknown. Moreover, the specific metabolic rates for some components reported in the literature vary widely. However, we demonstrated that estimation based on the four tissue organs by using DXA allows successful calculation of REE in female adults regardless of age and aerobic fitness levels. (Usui et al., 2009). Our findings suggested the possibility that REE is regulated mainly by the mass of the tissue organs with lower and higher metabolic rates, including skeletal muscle and intestinal organs, rather than a decline in the specific metabolic rate of different tissue organs associated with advancing age and decreasing aerobic fitness levels in young and elderly women.

In addition, as for the four component model of REE prediction, Taguchi et al. (2011) evaluated that the relationship between REE and body composition in Japanese female athletes with a wide range of body sizes. Their results indicated, in good agreement with previous study (Bosy-Westphal et al., 2004), that REE for female athletes with a wide range of body sizes can be attributed to changes in organ tissue mass, and not changes in organ tissue metabolic rate. Moreover, Hasegawa et al. (2011) investigated the differences in body composition and REE between young women with low (BMI < 18.5 kg/m\(^2\)) and normal BMI (18.5≤BMI<25 kg/m\(^2\)), and suggested the possibility that low BMI subjects with normal menstrual cycle do not have any differences in specific metabolic rates of different tissue organs compared to those with normal BMI. According to Bland-Altman analysis in the present chapter, although there is a proportional bias in estimation of REE by using DXA, this proportional bias is relatively small compared with other estimation methods for REE (Table 4 and Fig. 1). Furthermore, fixed bias was not present in only estimated REE by using DXA. These findings suggested that estimation of the four tissue organs by using DXA can easily, practically, precisely, and accurately predict REE in healthy men and women.

The present chapter also focused on the validity of body composition measurement using DXA for estimating REE. Our results showed that predicted REE values by using DXA, DRI (Japan) equations, and NIHN (Japan) equation were not significantly different from the REEm, while Harris–Benedict, Schofield, and FAO/WHO/UNU equations significantly higher than the REEm in healthy women (Table 3). DRI (Japan) and NIHN (Japan) equations were developed based on the data for Japanese subjects with standard body size (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare of Japan, 2009; Ganpule et al., 2007). Schofield and FAO/WHO/UNU equations were developed based on data from a population of many
races (Schofield, 1985; FAO/WHO/UNU, 1985). However, the data used to develop the Schofield equations were mostly from young European military and police recruits with 45% being of Italian descent. Harris–Benedict equation was developed using data obtained in healthy normal weight Caucasian men and women aged 15–74 years. Asians are reported to have lower REE than Europeans by 10–12% (Hayter et al., 1994), even after adjustment for body composition. According to a recent study by Miyake et al. (2011), mean difference and total error values were smaller using the DRI (Japan) equations and NIHN (Japan) equation than the internationally used equations (Harris–Benedict, Schofield, FAO/WHO/UNU) in both sexes. In particular, the total error was lower for the NIHN (Japan) equation than the other equations in most age groups (Miyake et al., 2011). In the present chapter, the mean errors of the predicted REEs by using DXA, DRI (Japan) equations, and NIHN (Japan) equation were smaller than those of internationally used equations in all subjects (Table 3). In addition, total error of estimated REE by using DXA, DRI (Japan) equations, and NIHN (Japan) equation were also lower than other total errors (105 kcal/day, 115 kcal/day, 111 kcal/day, respectively). Moreover, while these three prediction methods had some kind of bias, the bias was relatively small compared with other internationally used equations (Table 4 & Fig. 1 (a), (e), (f)). The results of this chapter supported the notions that the DRI (Japan) and NIHN (Japan) equations of REE are more accurate in healthy Japanese subjects, and that estimating REE from four tissue organ components by using DXA will be one of the useful methods for the dietary management (energetic assessment) in healthy Japanese subjects.

Our investigation has a few limitations. First, we did not test middle-aged (30–49 years) and very old (> 80 years) women and the adult men of all ages. It is unclear whether age-related functional decline in cells or tissue organs make a major impact on the heat production. Second, it was performed only in a Japanese population. Hayter et al. (1994) reported that Asians have lower REE than Europeans by 10–12%, even after adjustment for body composition. Third, because all the participants were healthy adult women, little is known as to whether this four component model for estimating REE by using DXA can accurately estimate REE in patients with a chronic disease, such as diabetes mellitus or cardiac disorder. Recently, DXA and regression modeling of REE showed that skeletal muscle is hypermetabolic in patients with HIV lipoatrophy (Kosmiski et al., 2009). Accordingly, the specific metabolic rate of each tissue organ may differ from those in healthy adults over 80 years of age, other ethnic subjects, or patients with a chronic disease. Future studies are needed to extend these observations and to analyze gender-related, genetics, hormonal, ethnic, and other determinant factors of REE.

5. Conclusion

The results of the present chapter suggest that REE in healthy adult women can be accurately estimated from four tissue organ components by using DXA, because the mean error, total error, and systematic bias between the predicted and measured REE was relatively small compared with other estimation methods for REE. Therefore, we expect that the DXA will be one of the useful methods not only for examining body composition and bone mineral density but also for estimating REE in a broad range of fields. In the future, DXA method may offer a bridge to effective prevention, treatment and care with the dietary management and exercise regimen for life style-related disease, such as obesity, osteoporosis, and type 2 diabetes.
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The World Health Organization (WHO) has established dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) as the best densitometric technique for assessing bone mineral density (BMD) in postmenopausal women and has based the definitions of osteopenia and osteoporosis on its results. DXA enables accurate diagnosis of osteoporosis, estimation of fracture risk and monitoring of patients undergoing treatment. Additional features of DXA include measurement of BMD at multiple skeletal sites, vertebral fracture assessment and body composition assessment, including fat mass and lean soft tissue mass of the whole body and the segments. This book contains reviews and original studies about DXA and its different uses in clinical practice (diagnosis of osteoporosis, monitoring of BMD measurement) and in medical research in several situations (e.g. assessment of morphological asymmetry in athletes, estimation of resting energy expenditure, assessment of vertebral strength and vertebral fracture risk, or study of dry bones such as the ulna).
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